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I like the idea of a poetry that would inhabit the wrong space, a space tantalisingly walled off
from the immanence of the real thing (whatever that might be). Whence epipoetry, something
to be defined by its proximity to poetry proper. This spatial relation would perhaps typically be
characterized by antagonism, a desire to create a breach in the wall. But one might also imagine
non-incursive epipoems, everything from supplements to aftershocks to nimbuses. Each of
these epipoetic instantiations might say something different about what poetry is, disclosing
thereby the uses and abuses of aberrant orientation at the poem, on the poem, over the poem.
Perhaps such artefacts will never exist. Or perhaps they already do.
CLM

Sometimes All Networks Crumble

[listen to audio, 3’ 50”]
1

Opposite of Good
Despair breath and it is pointless
that, antonym, heliotropic
that, control, lost in a minute button!
Or, when I wanted to watch you but you were gone or you wanted to leave
the country – literally cycle to death – even though
Now I am photophobic, you have made me hate the sun,
all growing things, and now I seek the end in small animal bones
or pearls for eyes and then I should have explained –
that reference – what is it you wanted and
It did begin with you
it did begin with you
you wrote the most explicit
feelings, even non-directionally
You should have known
you should have known
that’s why poems teach us
not to be so obvious.
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EROTOPLASTY 2

1.12.17
If you are missing love
there are always lovers
If you are missing lovers
there are always back-up lovers
If you are missing back-up lovers
there are always would-be lovers
If you are missing would-be lovers
there are always before lovers
If you are missing before lovers
there are always imagined lovers
If you are missing imagined lovers
there are always imaginary lovers
If you are missing imaginary lovers
there are always rational lovers
If you are missing rational lovers
there is always language
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From DOOM ENGINES
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JUHA VIRTANEN
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EROTOPLASTY 2

7

Fourth Routine - Pastoral with Skinhead and National Fronter
Peple whove seen my other West End show [/sumething about doing 4 or 5 errly peces].
[Disclaimer /not enufh] /eggs in them waere they miht [not/] be poems, braking out of poetri When I was at scool, the [bank manager] wd ask all theze [
/kids] to rite a poem, & it was
invariably on Autum, & to reeelly look at th texturs & th colurs - Try to experiense it for the
first tyme…
& all thes kids start gooing Scrunchy munchy crispy goldentawny browny purple windy wooshy
green leefy wooh wooah - & basicly adopting this poetick [/farmyard animal], wich they dont
think or feel for haf an hour of the week.
That poetick atitude - waere yu watch TV & talk with [/Sooty], go shoplifting somwhere, &
then ye come to rite the poem wich is going to com from this special [wall safe/ tapeworm] that
nowons ever seen, & thats the rezon why ya rite it, coz this is the “real” yoo OK, I was on holiday & sitting on my veranda overlooking this ravene as privilegd as Rilkes &
asking qestions lik “When was I [fattest/happiest]”, & other producions of the isolated /drug
mule.
The langwige I uze passes over that priviliged stacion for, if ya lik, a commoner disentry that
givs up privit insites, for more social [propaganda/milk producion].
So ther was no congratulacions in that ravene w/ the smel of laburnums & lemons, th call &
buzz of cretures drifting over th balconi, even an old vilager working his [/crackhouse lemontree]
in the raveine; & other [elegiek picturs / travel brochurs/] I reckon a lot of reders belive in that kind of holiday.
A sudden disapearans into [/reproduse the atitude] were I step forward into this special spas wich you recogniz as a diferent langwage & you mihte distrust or despize or feel opprest by –
shal we do a poem. OK - Lets doo it [Do a pm about Cuntryside/daytrip hills & dales, &. Brooks. & er. Any grass? Snow? Plowd up?
Put som animals in. ].
8
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Go back to the stasion, [did i relely do this?]
[put in somthing abot somthing/]
Giv yrself the willys.
Had sumthing to eate.
Er.
Thankyuou.
This is my ‘voyce’ poim - discouriged in all respectabl Creativ riting curses…its all realistik, &
its leding up to the pathetick falacy of “I cud hear th falafal calling”.
Wat is th subject [/matter/ yu/
]. That thers a real out thare & heres th window. Here is
the forbiding lenz! Fracturing new disorders. To put th reeder in th drivers seet…
Is that wat were here to do? Hamdulillah, we have fund a poetiks for Aspergers.
I am amazd in literatur how narrow th range of scool uniforms. Iterate the landscap & longtryed
virginitiz. Gap yeare gotherds playing their pipes in glades - all theze necesary tropes. Or maybe
thats not wat its abut.
When I was in Bangladesh, ther were cowherds & gotherds & they reely did play pypes & it cam
drifting over like in a Satyajit Ray film. & my cuzin told me how as a kid he & my other cusins
use to stick thir fists up the cows arse, & as he stood thare a current wd pass into his imature
body & he got this epifany of wanting to pee.
So heere we have another Pastoral, all my litte couzins w/ their arms up the alimentery canals
of theeze kine …
& yre reminded of [varius myths of /slave trading] Zeus coming down as an eegle, Zeus
coming down as Skippy th bush kangaroo – ravish the mortal orifis.
& then, ye look at theze mythopoeik obsesions & realiz a lot of theze [laborratry test farmers/]
singing Pan & Amarylis ar shagging ther gote to deth.
As Sydney seyz, Natur delivers a brazen, th poets a sylvan -
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KHALED HAKIM
You know that passige in Movable Feest waere Ernest is dropping in on Gertrude Styin & shes
buzy in th next room w/ her girlfrend. & th maid is winking at him coz of all the moning, & he
meks his excusis & leves.
I can tel you now - I am Alice B Toklas. & shee smells like a gote.
But I digress This is a poem abot wen I was utside this rare records shop looking thru the crappy rejects wich
is all I cd afford.
& I felt this big jolt in my leg. & I thoht O - somwones kickt me. & I wuz trying to figur wich
of my frinds it cd be…
& anyway I turn rond & this huuuge skin says: FUCKING PAKI, to me;
& I look at him, & thers this woman standing by me who I think saw it all - becoz I didnt - & I
think she asks if he kickt me. & I sed Yeh…?
& Im lik thinking Puleez, coz lik peple hav com owt the shop. - & this Neanderthals doing this
sqware dancs in the distans Com on then.
& Im lik carying somthing &. I dont want to uze it. & th woman is saying lik Go on, clear off
ya Paddy cracker. Or somthin.
I think she thowht I shd get him. - I meen god he cdve been carrying anything. Coz my first
thowt was he was on drugs.- Coz I was…druggd up to the eyballs.
Cudnt feel a thing.
So anyway this is a poem abot the [redherring of/transparent/ bootleg/

]

For my dears THE PIREE & HORROR IS NOT OF THE [/put somthing bigoty on toast],
BURUV THE VIILENCE OF [/
]
Anyway were going to do a poem abot when I got booted owtsid a recordshop.
I alwayz swore that skin was Gertrude Steyn…I had a book of her essays & pms - its got a
drawing of her croppt hare on the front by Pikabia -
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All my mentors that grup of modernist riters - Pownd Eliot Windham Lewis - fashists,
antisemitik, misogynist; & now Gertrud Styn – Nacional Front.
& so I internalizd th rupturs of modernizm. As all victims internaliz & rationaliz [revolucion/job
revews/brest implants].
This is a pm abut wen I went into that American comicshop for 60s washouts & Trekies.
& ther was sumwune familier he didnt see me Anyway, we wer goona form this punk band. Til West Midlands Poliese choze him out of 5000
aplicants for the fingerprints department - & I kid yu not he had less qwalificacions than Alise
B Toklas. & he ended up doing artistic shots of cryme seenes.
Wy the fuk am I tawking abot him Oh yeah. He was NF. Fuking hated women. No wonder th polise took him.
Anyway, I mad sure he diden see me.
Maybe he waz the won who kickt me.
I can just see Rilke waking the batlements of his castil, & Dwino Elegiez is just abowt to drop.
& I sneek up behind & kick his nee to smithereens.
Happy th man in his flat w/ the heeter, mowlting all over th plase for th help Hi, Im Benny Hill.
But anyway Birmingham/London 198_?/1991/199_?
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hypnopompic overactivity

: within the boundaries of sleep, an inhabitable void of convex
space, in which, at all times, the potential surveillance of entrances.
partition as the symbol of a tension between the household and
the horizon. everything apportioned into pertinent, uncomplicated
units. edges, corners, surfaces, all performing dolorous subjectivities.
labelled rooms are, after all, the means by which to keep apart as well
as bring together.
in this way, we might understand the verb to wake as meaning
to cut open. Coronis’ blazing body, a curved and bird-shaped
stroke of the pen to mark an ending. everyone knows that the
body has memory. think of consciousness as a smooth and
continuously charming seaside village. think of sleep as a
seismically-chaotic surge of abyssal water.
or alternatively, Sleep Inertia 2.0, subtitled How Silicon Valley
Can Help You Be More Like Newton. shiver your brain up through
a series of baroque micro-epilogues. send desolate and accusatory
letters to your friends. slither about whispering healing dreams
in the ears of learned gentlemen. break off the labyrinth at the throat
and unspool it to predict the end of the world. they say violent motion
in a void is out of the question but if you imagine yourself as a very
special boy chosen by god then anything is possible.
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isconnection in times of stress

: peel away from yourself. the creepest of
feelings is soft curved armchairs. a sheet
of glass all the time. dream yourself a faulty
mechanical shark whose teeth represent
enclosure. in the dream, toasters, coffee
machines, whisks are types of monument.
you may feel your body dollied forward for
maximum silky pull-back. maybe you are
reassessing everything you had previously
believed. there are boundaries falling from
your mouth and fossilizing. Pliny the Elder
held that sharks’ teeth fell out of the sky
during lunar eclipses. the moon, void of its
requiem, spit back its oral balustrade in
disgust. this kind of refusal is cusp-shaped;
a point on the grinding surface. lingual face
against the blade of earth’s occluding body.
maybe you wake unprepared for a vertigo
reflected in the kitchenette’s sullen diplomacies.
maybe you can’t fully bite into the day’s slippery
flesh with your gummy human language. there
is transaction between a sharp edge and its
easy dulling, but you cannot shed 35,000
teeth you do not have. a shark’s party trick
is to turn its u-shaped stomach inside out, a
rinsing gesture that the blood moon deeply
covets. intolerable nausea of rusted umbrae
replicated in the sheen of a retro citrus juicer.
in the watery friction of routine, the moon’s
incisal edge slides coppery and
tired of reflecting.
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ELEANOR PERRY
sensory over-responsivity

: red noise [lymph pop] slosh and glops. the water gently [dead leisure].
as oval window bulges in [cochlea spit] ossicle soft, whisper like
[definition of ripple]. [aah after] tapered stiff frequency [wet mouth]
ribboned skin spilling [fatty white] orbital surface of [leaking] ping-pong
mechanism [ditto gum fracture]. polyester dress [um repeating] tangled
bone [jaw glint] through aureole portion [moist paste of teeth] gravels
pulse glottal [fissure or hiatus] crashing out to [suck on vaseline]. oh an
‘old school’ kind of oligarch [at the clacking] all pressure at the lungs.
deflected between [dark L in lull] red red repulse and [raptor scream of]
knife-filled mouth and edit the mouth [too clean]. clicky little bubble
such awful [don’t eat an entire cake] and stick a pen in [so very glam] to
scrub across [snailish ventricle] for efficient coupling of [fossil lick] at
holocene thresholds. the contents of a glass [a no where a yes] slime and
slime and [delicate spider folds] in the image of [red red sever] less than
[tender mother membrane].
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intolerance of uncertainty

: alive in […] [burnt bones stuck + red lake] // soft-bodied, oval […]
mouthparts. Susan. viscous. blocky. carousel of [not all light] […]
for glazing layers — suture slices (echo) Susan (echo) voxel weighted
[…] abrupt skeleton. Susan keeps a record […] (discount stores) […]
clotting when brushed. […] like little hook […] of outer wing(less)
surface. Susan eats at her desk. it is a continuous — doors ordinarily
kept. […] silver vitreous to […] [make lake madder] […] alum / / it
stained their teeth. […] aquarelle. errors. […] attach to fabric. Susan
says, “eat the household.” […] help the dye bite. […] 100,000 insects,
raw & pulverized. Susan imagines them floating in a […] bubble […]
ERROR404 — a room full of people. Susan says, “be a detective in your
own life.” […] your frappucino. (see all the red residue?) […] there are
other ways to kill bugs. sicklied […] and enterprises of great pith […].
little baskets, lipstick […] & pastries. insects happen. […] Susan says,
“be dark ambient metallic drones & resonances” […] she says always
act as if.”
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unclear sense of self

: at body’s periphery, Homeric reminders of
dispersal. how the glass morphs into nearly
rupture. there is little comfort in a beetle
which spits boiling peroxide from its abdomen,
but that does not mean there is none. ‘lucky’
ones heaved up glutinous from 90 minutes
in a toad stomach; not all heroes wear capes.
holothurians, for instance soften ligaments
on a whim and spill out through the holes,
then regrow a body from what’s left: a soaplike foaming, or details of the mouth. pistol
shrimp secrete smithereens of light from
imploding bubbles. taut bead of glomerida,
passive ooze of juliform. just evolve your
muscles into a small door. tangle ants in
your hair. break from naked bone + puncture
your way to functionality. or possess this lipid
envelope, its sponge + glitz. stand still in it,
disobedient as a frill.
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identity diffusion

: in the household, windows are mercurial. small eminence
of light on the lip as teeth fluoresce. with each mood shift,
rehearsal becomes its own infrastructure, these glow-in-thedark bones a pretty after-thought. this is what it means to be
sick of useless souvenirs: an opal kidney, the ancestral ear. the
blue light which remains. forms of empathy left rotting in the
mud. it is said that we write outwards from the stomach, as if
it was part of the forgotten labour of digestion. but these
punctured vowels are way too intimate; vestigial lyric reemitting cardiographic neon like a green eel. better this
inelegant schlock of molar pulp + jump scares. a muscular
accumulation of talons + ganglia. add a mouth that emerges
from the regular mouth. this is exactly what will be considered
sexy. Susan says I am (please fill in the blank). she doesn’t know
the abstraction into which she is woven. + neither do you.
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Halo of the Diode
before this light spills pollution
it first scrapes a bow then shudders
into brilliance with scouting time
riled by flicked switches or stoked
to a moral economy of milky tubes
fired up and best left on for good
the main picture shines through
yellow hands and shadows writing
by firelight and kipper, nostalgia
dancing for a more ecocidal flare
from recycled pig to almond whiffs
tallow dips rising to print grease
the taper is not sold on weather
we were bonfires, deforestations
on into the conception of thought
coming to, or an accumulation
lent labours of photosynthesis
for tribute to the flaming lards
rake and burn, rake and burn,
the dead slug equipment threads
conducting wastes as rushlights
burnt at both ends to tell of shifts
gleams or burning stubble passing
over the spilt progress of mercury
to solder and flue to brain pulls
and then not by filament or plasma
discharge losing the plot, photons
corralling indicators to streaming
straplined lichens as every little
hot bulb emits some ode to power
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Neonicotinoids
‘…in seeking to stem climate change, no matter what is often said, we are not trying to
“save the planet”, which will survive whatevever we may do. The point is to preserve,
and if possible enhance, a decent way of life for human beings on the earth.’
stop right there
comrade humanoid
that’s not the half
nor the sum
nor the ender of if
the point is
not a point
scrap the redeemer
and his indecency
to a cut stem
the noun things
for homework
coming down the line
like neonics for short
or insect nicotine
killing by chemicals
the honey bee junk
collapsing communes
almost all US corn
covered in shit
oh the bee that
swallowed the drug
that killed the pollen
that sunk the ark
that did for earth
and it all ends up
in the drink
too high to
19

DREW MILNE
return to the hives
of pseudo-Greek
behold the birds
falling into the
no matter and
think tanks of
the often lung
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i.m. Stephen Rodefer
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DREW MILNE

i.m. Sarah Maguire
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Slime Mold Song
ah sponge yellow
sews the maze so
bereft of nerves
as within reason
thru leaf litter
extension co-ops
the trace memory
down a labyrinth
in such planning
as keeping track
is to pulse dock
doing reason for
the wonder maths
it can’t believe
so not butter or
even to friendly
with every biome
that is possible
and the frail do
making up screed
to shatter calms
and left baggage
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Idylls of the Tardigrade

Out of the herbarium stalks the water bear. How old is the valley below. Ancient
symbiogenesis rebukes the inherited paradigms, and all still but the milk of rigid signs.
Meanwhile deep in darkest oxygen, deep in the vaults of viral exponentialism, the algorithm
never lies and nought affirmeth. Necromance saunters among dead relatives, second persons
plural made slaves to photosynthesis. Souls of the microchip come to dance the mutualism of
the photobiont and the mycobiont, algae and mush. Who tags the tithes, who calls the shots,
who does for the done. Enter tardigrades, munchers supreme, avatars of grammar in regress,
syntax degree minimal. Grammarbots are go, hackers untold eating into the possible, while
host sacks of hardware are left for ewaste in the toxic loam. What adjectives remain undreamt.
How soon is this, this dim sum zero pain, drift spume in the stroll of the great battle of the
search engines. What price cute mythos in the deep data registration drive. With data made
song flesh, they’ll have your genes for down payments, plaque in deltas of reason. How
tardigrades charm even the magisterial bracelet. Say hello to the hard drive of the real. Heads
up, one and all, for the big acidic picture, quantum biology and the battle of the bio-hackers
doing shifts, zero hours contracts, the whole bioprole precariat over fossils of analogue culture
amid the birth of the carbon liberation front. On, on to the power ballads of third nature.
Every monument has a lichen lining. Hostile takeovers rule the way, not so much studies in
evolution as epics of the undead in bound volumes of extinction, auto-zooms scaling up the
24
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signal wash for fresh raids on the deep data. Some engines stall, some have extinction thrust
upon them. Fast food does for the cheap steal and is then done over by hedge funds. Charters
make trauma in bad skies over the methane sump. The carbon liberation front goes gunning
for total annihilation, faster than critical heritage can make up tradition. We are as litmus, not
stand-ins, but the scales, ready-reckoners that nature is no standing reserve, no deadline
parading wares for the council of war. Cash star matters over the parking frieze. No more
open source than the plastic gyre, bio-toxicity running through future proofed tense
constructions. Pesticidal dust bowls decorate once watery flatlands, particulates bearing clouds
in shades of all falling, falling on ice and snow, nouns and tundra. Cladonia rangiferina soak
up radionuclides, then silt down veins of penguin and caribou. The resistance of lichens to
radiation is more than allegorical.
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December's done
then the you tube
future
re runs
feature
the sunday after history
light blue velveteen
mixed up
something silver
amphetamining meaning
I'm living in a silent film
put it up
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PAM BROWN
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PAM BROWN
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[Note: The above sequence is an excerpt. The full text can be downloaded at Hysterically Real.]
31

From Christian Missionaries on Mars
Wedding Day
Opportunity cries on this, his wedding day.
He has limited sense of the satellite,
only the information he has processed
from mechanical handbooks and fragments of binary
documenting previous encounters
made with DSNs by earlier rovers.
Opportunity pieces together these small details
from a PAPYRUS archival unit.
This makes his decision to wear the candy-striped tarpaulin,
harvested from his landing parachute as a devotional habit
even less understandable to his A.I. companion.
‘If this is your wedding day, who are you marrying?’ asks Mario-bot.
Using his rock abrasion tool, Opportunity
bathes himself in red rock
(identified. function)

turned to dust. His monitor flashes
MOUNTAIN give meaning
(malfunction)

Geological differences in the rock
sparkle in the planet’s rouge. Opportunity’s dancing day.
Mario-bot looks sad for his friend and reflects
how little we understand each other
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Opportunity declares in code:
00011000 01001101 01101111 01110101 01101110 01110100 01100001 01101001 01101110 00100000 01101001
01110011 00100000 01101001 01101100 01101100 01110101 01110011 01101001 01101111 01101110 00101100
00100000 01101111 01110000 01110100 01101001 01100011 01100001 01101100 00101100 00100000 01001001
00100000 01101000 01100001 01110110 01100101 00100000 01101110 01101111 00100000 01101111 01110000
01110100 01101001 01100011 00100000 01110011 01111001 01110011 01110100 01100101 01101101 00101100

‘Mountain is illusion,
optical,
01100111 01100001 01101110 01111010 01100001 00100000 01100110 01101001 01101100 01100101 00100000
I
01100110 01101001 01101100 01110100 01100101 01110010 00100000 01101101 01100001 01101100 01100110
have
01110101 01101110 01100011 01110100 01101001 01101111 01101110 00101000 01101101 01100001 01101100
no
01100110 01110101 01101110 01100011 01110100 01101001 01101111 01101110 00101001 00100000 00100000
optic
00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000
system, only an organza file filter
malfunction? (malfunction)
00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000
stretched across the crepuscular-vision
00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000 00100000
of my endless
red
00100000 01110011 01110100 01110010 01100101 01110100 01100011 01101000 01100101 01100100 00100000
orange
01100001 01100011 01110010 01101111 01110011 01110011 00100000 01110100 01101000 01100101 00100000
black
01100011 01110010 01100101 01110000 01110101 01110011 01100011 01110101 01101100 01100001 01110010
orange
00101101 01110110 01101001 01110011 01101001 01101111 01101110 00100000 01101111 01100110 00100000
red
01101101 01111001 00100000 01100101 01101110 01100100 01101100 01100101 01110011 01110011 00100000
days breaking the volcanic heart
01110010 01100101 01100100 00100000 01101111 01110010 01100001 01101110 01100111 01100101 00100000
of this cheesecloth planet
01100010 01101100 01100001 01100011 01101011 00100000 01101111 01110010 01100001 01101110 01100111
00100000 01101111 01101110 01101100 01111001 00100000 01100001 01101110 00100000 01101111 01110010

01100101 00100000 01110010 01100101 01100100 00100000 01100100 01100001 01111001 01110011 00100000
01100010 01110010 01100101 01100001 01101011 01101001 01101110 01100111 00100000 01110100 01101000
01100101 00100000 01110110 01101111 01101100 01100011 01100001 01101110 01101001 01100011 00100000
01101000 01100101 01100001 01110010 01110100 00100000 01101111 01100110 00100000 01110100 01101000
01101001 01110011 00100000 01100011 01101000 01100101 01100101 01110011 01100101 01100011 01101100
01101111 01110100 01101000 00100000 01110000 01101100 01100001 01101110 01100101 01110100
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From Night-Phishing on Mars
Thousands of eyes on Mars forming
in a chaotic, violent way troubles my sight
here between us
found myself running from
for in it I might hear you
though the City is empty. Night
only when I say
this silence

may move across

BECAUSE WE ARE ALL
DO-IT-YOURSELF SCIENCE:
in the stopped works of a watch
clouds observe clouds

under a black bridge

watchmen are drinking their tea
this abstract art
fixed and dead
light chiming on St Paul’s
‘Jock, who will help the scientists?’ asks Machine

34
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Bethlehem
continually discloses our home
stretching between
here we are and never
we never know
how clouds are evolving
with us. This
mystery-of-purple-lights-in-the-sky
better construct this space
via
genuine observations
about our environments, collected
on earth

35
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EXPLORERS
The plague pits are closed and the public
have been exploring their own planet
more truly
some revelation
the City of London A meteor’s flashy impact
its meat, or maybe
EXPLORERS orbiting planets orbiting other stars
known to a set
numerical relationship between orbits. Between
the big buildings I sat like a flea crouched
in a waste of desert So that by some intention
this abstract scene, this Midnight, hears the moon
The head of a man observing the sky and processing
images, images of Mars and scientists
looking at Mars. One summer
I wore sandals, in a sense, a Constructed Space
or better, construct this space out of leather
weave and The context of the whole planet
green, now Midnight, now Blue. One evening,
That evening, I found Eliot, and he said yes, pitiless
as the sun to an unclear stanza division. This was me
at nineteen; vexed as a mare and still nilling
a shoal despite the night’s flight
reply to sender – the world turned up in a bowl.
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Unmet at Euston
This abstract scene
This silence here
here we are it is not
between the big buildings
the widening gyre
the desert sand
a first extrasolar system
germinated and nurtured
somehow, somewhere
something came of stony-sleep
that cannot hear language, moving
its slow thighs,
become a blank gaze

a Bethlehem
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SARAH CAVE
Night-phishing: Terra
Green. One evening, that evening
the scientist was shouting
THE CONSTRUCTED SPACE,
somewhere in Soho
the fire has burnt out. Her mortality
is
– an obstacle – a public space
– a white curtain – now a public space
to you and me. The oldest area of Mars is
An ancient crust
– a rocking cradle – a public space
networks of ridges on Mars and then
a meteor, the darkness drops again, is mortal
what lonely meanings, what rough beast, under this
a black bridge
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EXTRA-solar TERRA
This is the first extrasolar system
they have germinated – a green warehouse
nurtured in the space we make
with our bodies even then we know
the silence here is A shape with a Lion head
‘somehow-something-surely-and-now
what I mean is what we are saying
It is like that and Very often’ The machine
tells with a Shee-la-na-gig expression.
‘Yet here I am. And gone into literature’
The machine takes our caught habits
and Machine’s mind is water over-flowing
pervasive, narrow, between and through
two buildings. ‘This may
move across’ Machine says
Late at night, Machine arrives
between these buildings
and Machine says
‘You will find two buildings, wind-shadows
like that
And yet Maybe not
suitable but now Happy
or MAYBE – here is the present tense – our love
a black bridge – moving headlights
this abstract scene By some
intention an interaction
with the divine’
Machine reasons. Machine feels lost.
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From A Berlin Entrainment
Sonnenallee
a suntanned man & woman
rummage through the rubbish for the empties
as morning breaks again across the station
a ruptured purse discarded on the tracks
with broken glass & half-arsed terza rima
voices of the city pick up a little speed
heaven bound & choked to death on diesel
our impact trails return to haunt our dreams
where love & hunger pulse & realign
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Hard to remember where we first heard this music, where
and when we started out. The fascination of what’s left along
the tracks and what will be revealed tomorrow morning.
Dreams of the CERN particle accelerator, the rustle of the
data from a series of collisions. It’s how they’re finding out
about the world. That, and sniffing. Belated entrainment, we
stagger in the slipstream. Cut to a peak, panning vertigo,
erasure, annihilation. Sit still being swept along past past,
past present, past fireflies synching their displays and getting
eaten.
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Neukölln
the city writes itself into the bones
eyes & other containers
a fleck of grit for every shell
washed up in the precincts of the Rixdorf
a name to save in case we get a dog
to promenade along Karl-Marx-Straße
into the courtyard of the Café Rix
with its green furniture & promises
a cold bowl of water under the table
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I don’t know what they squirt behind their ears here but it
misses and merges with the heaps of burnt-out fireworks, the
gauzy fast-food aftermaths, the latest negotiations. In certain
atmospheric conditions, and if the chemicals align, an aurora
borealis of failure stretches across the sky like an advert for
yoga while litter and the latest catch words end up stuck in
shrubs around the supermarket carpark. We’ll stay friends.
The dogs are pretty optimistic except for the ones thrown out
on the street at the start of the summer holidays years ago.
They still believe in God.
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Hermannstraße
show me the way to the veg & pharmaceuticals
futures scored across the sky
above a junk shop stuffed with kitchen chairs
archaeological technologies
moles on acid excavate the darkness
scrimshaw punctuates solitary afternoons
sat on a bench by the kebab van
I see the girl in the repossessed shop
still staring at a single glowing pear
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This is the flat, the home, and that’s the kitchen window. The
flat has been divided and is occupied by strangers once again.
The fireworks were amazing. Not beautiful, but striking. I
thought of empty tunnels running underneath the city. Is it
best to pick up a syringe discarded by the bench and put it in
a bin? Or is that more dangerous to whoever might come
rummaging? Best to leave it in plain sight. Some projects fail.
The enormous metal lampshade in the bedsit came from a
skip outside a factory which has just closed down.
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Lifeproof Cases
It was the book of the other David
Brazil: the one who lived. I looked up and
thought, at once, my name was John, my
name was never John. Finsterlos. If you
stay it like it’s pronounced in Norwegian it’s
the same as summer sunshine, cafe au lait.
Shut up Ricardo, what about, that’s the
question, cantava. Super pretty
security feed of the blank avenue, go
buy some drugs, call my mom, a tinkling
ringtone whose charm we’re obliged to
admit. Let’s go to that burger, let’s
go, want water Dave? Alexa, open the
pod bay doors. Does the computer know
your name, santa rosa, palo santo, Cult of
Gemini? To establish the connection with
June, my last night before I flew was her
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name on the African pulses. Too bad –
so sad. This was the book of the
other David Brazil: the one who lived. I
used to have to go there for work but now I
get my money in another way, the city
alas, prana tats, a girl with an
armful of drugs, that lovely security feed,
your head it simply swurls. Vellum’s a
great material for bleed. Ask oxygen which
breeds the keen, and whereupon we’d breathed. I
didn’t go to the rally and I didn’t go to
work, I didn’t meet Mark & I didn’t get
anything done in the sun, I fucked up in
redeeming time. What were you up to? This is
your modernity too, the feminine demonstrative.
Consolidate these plans into your tendencies as
tends, that they arrive as dense more
legible data for your resume when at the
judgment. Good friends with my brother,
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water, scratch your fro. Left hand misfits
tat, go Warriors, the warriors done gone. Her
tat reads prana, like my hat. Kit took sick.
A pale flare over marshes, the shadows bikes
cast. Be precise. For life is now naught to
its end but a series of bardos in links, I’m
clear. Syntax rents a pulley system watch it
truck to its conclusion with me wont you then
read off the predicates like terms in the
jail? Lil guitar picks up, under this
yellow umbrella. Those belly-dancer bangles
are tats, the ribs read BE THE CHANGE.
Each chakra is delimited up spine by its indeed
singular seal. We have parallel lives on
parallel tables, and both of us donned rings.
Dear beings, I can feel your hands. For
Daniel and them fed on pulses like us, they were
waiting for the time, they got their means by
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wireless you are the head of gold. The
birds are tats, this notebook cost fifty-five
cents for some reason, I havent touched my
coffee, hi. And after that it was time to
go. I dont know why I both you could
never understand.
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Prana Tats
Prana tats. So
Daniel and them
did feed upon pulses, and Daniel and them
did feed on pulses.
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The Law: I
The pain of separation is not
hardship under the law.
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Thunderbolt
I did not drink a
thunderbolt.
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State Societies
Over the
past ten millenia, the
development of agri—
cultural production and the
subsequent rise of state societies has
generated mass migrations to
population centers, a
tinkling ringtone whose
charm we’re obliged to
admit.
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I Trust Your Judgment: I
Dear Bev—
I’m sorry I missed you. I was wrong
about everything. I’m writing you a
New Year poem from the ferry, from
Chinatown. I’ll leave it on your
answering machine. These notebooks
belonged to Chris Marker. These
are his cats. These are your fries.
Here goes your milkshake (1 new
message). Is this even your numer?
Ezzie says, “Why does nature hide
from us, right?” I heard about your
fall & I’m sending you hope for a
good nurse or two, maybe ones who
can come back later if you’re working
etc. Will you respond w/ a poem
by one of those nurses, just so we’ll
know what we’re up against? Or a
little anthology? This’ll be your
box of poppers. Remember your poems
on Satan – that was dailiness ...
I love how you answer your emails.
XO – CJ

6-15-17 (at chez Cross)
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Sops to Cerberus
The unformed unlife changes,
alas, as I drown-proof myself in this
hopeless fucking sea. Take it down as
far as it’ll go, to dense deep cold and
utter gnostic shoals, where all plaints freeze just
as they leave the mouth. My shekinah can be
daëna, daëna barfs up culpas so we
wander. Let it be a
caution to you. Angel bands are how
we dreamt God’s messages, for messages are
emdiation, and we are and
are not God the door is open to relentless
plenitude. Folks keep coming into the shop. I
hurt. The bent
world. Even light. God is the
prius. How wallowed we in
hopeless class, when
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everything was totally thrashed and man
that was a text of dialectics
setting its root in the heart. There is an
other who’s always among you, all of our
ethics are built upon that. Like
priests kept back from holy powers we all
rocked our tats as
bitter substitutes, we
passed by battery into the straits.
I saw my dead
dad in his shroud, I
saw Shmuel who said tomorrow
you’re with me, and you and all your sons.
Cacciaguida,
Robby, John, the crowded cloud of witnesses and throned about ‘em all in
flood a most dark patriarch, who uttered Aramaic calm to
his angelic allies. Blowing up like the World Trade.
Bearing in his flesh the wreck he made.
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JESSE GLASS

An angel’s fallen on his side in the sand.
Five men surround him, strip him of his
Breech clout, wire his teeth to go off
one by one if he lifts his hands
to assist a fledgling sparrow
back to its nest. A chorus calls
out its rage. Call for the yellow
button to be pushed that will
seal the sutures in the newly fertilized
egg--spin it back to stasis
in a stainless-steel womb.
Pull the lever
to crush the spines of the cube
into a sphere,
& fuse the gores of the geode
to build a throbbing radiance
in less than geological time.
The button is pushed.
The lever is pulled.
The Angel rises on his copter wings,
The seventh vial turns over
In the tide.
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Experience
Bleed across soft cotton, sensation growing
indulgent, deep-toned breath of presence melt passion across page
longing: it arrives as fluid’s claws clench tight, a fist in the sheet, dissatisfaction
that after all this, a small spectacle
has run its course.
eyes climb as leaves on a vine, noting atmosphere of space,
all these lights staring endlessly
sensation still trembling scared within experience,
timid faint glow slipping backward
falling toward forgotten
each blink a sacrifice, a turned back from
exfoliate self, breathing skin & crisp, frigid lungs
All memories grow more distant
twist and struggle under
their own weight
choking on imperfection, reborn words.
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Slice of Life
Rose-funneled petal
pool, swirling inward with
intimate hues, each precisely where
you think they should be, leaning gently
against one another, soft kiss of pink wash
towards more, a gimmick which repeats but
also works endlessly, your grimy interior
lit up like a Christmas tree combing
warmth from the thrill of nature
what it all means, blooms of
light in your mind’s eye
casting new shadows
across a bored
landscape.
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Found Object
Crinkle-heart aluminum can
a poorly kept secret found beneath dust and
a crisp feeble jacket which
-when peeled awayrenders contents indecipherable.
An anonymous cylinder,
shining and clean in thatched lighting
you spin it searching for clues
reading smudge of human touch as hieroglyphics.
Distant dream of the
Dole Company Rosetta Stone,
an informed mechanism which
whirls spins weighs shakes summons forth
some sort of final verdict on this shit,
a can, a fucking can,
it’s soft metallurgic spell dressed down to obscurity
alongside those other things which flummox you.
Something so unimportant
curiously lumped with
what we can’t know without trying.
-----
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Rapid Transit
Those weird ribbed covers
Showering us in fluorescent light.
For the most part stained yellow
in a bile-like hue that
is really disagreeable, when you think about it.
Notion rising above high whine electric whirl
to the board room, service center or PowerPoint presentation
where this subject is discussed.
"Our data suggests riders are not fond of the pukey, stagnant light"
And why should they be!?
The more I think of it, the vibe of this place is way off
Desperately in need of one of those "self-improvement" reality shows
Experts on commuter experience stepping aboard
Jaws agape
Stifled gasp
Cut to interview:
"We did not know what we were getting in to."
Problem is,
this one doesn't have a happy end.
Seasoned experts are not showing up.
A difference will not be made.
Our hearts will never be warmed for this particular injustice overcome.
We'll instead rise to the streets
Meander through littered sidewalks
Where people sleep as their home,
Never getting a reality show of their own, either.
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Solar Panel
Summer's not as long as it used to be
Frank Ocean
i took your letter out and read it to the rabbits
Tom Raworth
1
Accolades of aerospace.
Loaded w/ future molecules, these
Nodules and collocations, meshing like
A thought of power.
It’s whatever.
Gladed clutter bystander
Gets merked
To reinstall
Or snoop on
Rhapsodic sophisticated inequality
Polity of void clauses_
Accolades of air
No more brb
No more g2g
Job satisfaction tacks in the hobbled wind.
History is 4G and the sorrow of windows, phrases
The errors do
A sunny backflip_
I slip into airplane mode, desire and
Delay on shuffle
Angelically, just
Giving the late world an elongated look
Trailing around Middle Meadow Walk
Select euphoric closeness,
Accelerator unique language
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You who live
This now, euphoric feet_
2
Who gets to shimmer in your
Clinching, in syntactic
Flimflam. Heavens near
Celestial hysteria
Replaying the percentages_
A structural hug
For us.com
Persecuted weed
Capitalising on everything
Bitcoin flitting to a value, extinction think
And lemon squeezy, all
Skylights liable for
Big pharma harmony,
It performs most functions that you want it to
Incursions, incursions
Halo for the tropopause
A wheelie bin_
Angelically
Keeling w/ renewables_
In a growth spurt
Enframe the commentariat
And meritocratically
Eventually forgetting the Snoopers’ Charter
Where Edinburgh seems kind of quiet at the minute,
It being the last weekday of April
As a public excel past the buoyant accommodation
And the staples fall out_
Reading this
Inhuman luxury:
Green, sunny green headquarters and consulates
Decorous w/ secular light.
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3
Next minute
Spoiler alert
Next thing you know
A class glides pretty
Plastically between the seams_
Life hacks
Vice and Disney
Hydrocarbon_well
Well I’m tweeting that.
Inhale, in
Hell you’re elsewhere, phishing in the datastream
An ethic divvies something up
Fits in aspirational distress_
When someone else confects an outburst, secreted
Work made glamorous as foil.
Algorithm failure
Schisming w/ bated
Consolations, financial plazas and piazzas
And intellectual groundcover
It’s all go_
Rhythmically the charger falls out.
For we, who
Now behold these present days
Consecutive thoughtforms
Cold cuts
Halo, halo
Yeezy does it, 2024
Plexiglas locked adequately
Down_you aren’t excluded or below this
Close the tab. Fits on fits
In aspirational duress
And how, and
How I
Wonder what
You are.
Omg. Thankfully
You’re smarter than
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This. Omfg.
We’re hiring!
Reader activated. Didn’t you disappear.
Pass on extra lives, pass
Scrolling
Feed dispensed to issue the directive_
Well-behaved
Oncoming students
Don’t you disappear
Or dip behind
The paywall,
Throw so-so
Social shade.
4
You’re a flashy shareholder in this.
Stockbridge green, sunny green delete_
Peekaboo! Peekaboo!
Information technologies sate
The mounted drive.
Lifespans, plurals
Deck me_
Credit roll
And hit the deck.
Spoiler alert:
You’re on low power and nothing
To the workflow.
It isn’t about credit, it’s
About the power of sound. How
Now to achieve these long-term goals.
Sky precipitates
Obsolescence of discs.
Bettering the optic. Ladling
Fizziness on many
Aspects of the internet.
Into the monumental hutch w/ you.
Into warp speed
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Won’t console.
Spellcheck, box tick, track
Changes into the reviewing pane, unto
A shot of the Grand Lisboa Hotel, seen
Like a refraction
From the alleys
Zippers off
Along the sampling screen_
Ticks all the boxes
Two grams
When the sunrise
Peekaboo!
Clickbait,
Clickbait on the wall
Job hoppers
Hit return.
I see you.
The final weeks_
Authentic cobalt for the
Win. Job hoppers hit return.
Output. Output.
Stick me in the tank container.
Buttering the quasi-optic, win-win, bit.
5
Undone
By that juncture,
Unlock the keypad, downward viral
Few_sad
Last crowd-pleasers
Checking the
Still streams. I’m
Dippy, sampling the glyphs and gifs
And left under
A clod. I forgive even that you cannot speak
Just sieving
Hit clear here
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Translate the timestamp
Epoch
Converter
Redo battery-powered
Billions, pluperfect
Lineate the skyparks, lineate
Redoubled efforts
And then, in sum,
Certain notice
Had been lineated
Hitting enter
Quarantining
Spyware for the biocrisis_
Startup so-so
Kickstart inroads
I see you and I
Turn on personal hotspot, spread out, spreading out
Dot to dot
Managed decline of the crisis
World in several thousand cat years
In overplus, in
Circumvolved
Locutions
North Pacific Gyre vying
Credit roll
Dash off_dot, dot
Crowdfunding
Sufficient understanding. Language
Slides into the chiming sea.
Daily bits,
Daily it’s
Lit and tearing
Up the hyperloop, so
Sue me, far and few, far and few
And far between_
Visiting the super
Coup when daily it’s
Decanting actual living
People into a technicality
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Phrasal declension
I’ve w/ rustling tongue
Leaned
Younger into Vimeo
Try happy lots
Stood
Mushrooming abstractly by the seeming
Chime. I is
You and you
Is me.
Duly, July.
Peekaboo!
Outputs daily
Decanted.
6
Terror burnout. Tactically
The boundaries between the continents of Earth.
Most at midnight
Outro, outro
Self-same
Borders of the song.
Blockchain backlash
Duck behind the paywall,
Supranational
Idling quietly_bot blurt
Further words save
Altruistic particles and waves, easy-peasy
Listening and friends are on the way.
A spherule of nostalgia
Crosses the floor.
Millennials nudge out of
The vintage monitor in crowds,
Hit enter,
Up above
The world
So high.
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How to achieve these long-term goals,
Now to achieve these long-term goals.
So low, so long
Solar-powered glow.
Make it
Rain loose change_
Rain glow sticks. Freeze crash.
Small rain downsize
Now, your friends emerge
There, there
In our existence
Did you stick around
Governmentally, or
Did we stick.
Incur.
Extinct.
Solo.
Win-win.
Succinct.
Homepage.
So-so
Ourselves, yourselves
Ooze cartoonishly from the amphora
Wellbeing. Get teary.
Hand me species.
Hand me special colours and I’m really happy_if
If, reroute, but
Logging out, but if
Sometime
Online you skim
This in a snippet of the future, vibing
W/ your inner ear_
Precarious and safe.
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Three Handke Variations
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Difference Engine No.1

(U)

looking?
?

(U)

bottom?

thing?
thing haha?

(You)

poor thing haha

familiar thing
familiar thing haha

(I figured

you’d) be familiar

worshipped thing
feet worshipped
familiar

(You up for
kicking back)

& having your feet
worshipped

(Get quick here

I’ll fuck you) and
leave

(What you)

leave your familiar
& leave your
feet worshipped
feet for?
& leave for?

back home for?

Note: this poem is (loosely, rather arbitrarily) based on the principles of Charles Babbage’s Difference Engine.
It takes as its x and F(x) values seven sentences taken almost at random from Grindr messages, all containing,
in some form, the word ‘you’.
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In Paradiso
after @twatbadgr
[1] Iced likenesses, to which colour
in paradiso swirls to hearts’
colour of marble & reflection
in Berlin,
Hampstead, Margate, grass always
explicit of colour &
kneeling, lying, elongation;
therefore colour is only
clustered in the contours
of [2] figure on dancefloor,
& only in the swinging interior
faces are torsos, are candles,
the colour yellow as gold, as
sequin. Frozen still as
pancake drag mask makeup
in pointillist colour of
Super 8 & its melting, sometimes
everything is so
very
anonymous, kid Cleo, martial
anodyne, tucking & falling
in shade, [3] these o so dark,
bronze,
unmoored irreverences of skin
in unabused & sanctifying
halt. Haltered in latex not unpleasingly. Colour: a
slim figure. Cover your exigencies
in figure round figures
figure coloured in each rich
embarrassment, each
camera reassessment of figured
contours; yet [4]
a queen’s ghost might yet
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ride, or writhe
into fluoride frenzy. A
pendulum of neon.
Night, your babes are sighing
softly, not with sleep:
[5] these are smutty mutterings,
canals of untamed warblings
& a man stands captivated in
Dalston firelights…
The night is what you up to calm,
its methods singing
auroral colour; thrilling.
If peace could puncture.
If noise could figure into peace
insouciant as city queers as
gleams against these
railings, colours night,
the verb, to queer,
its unformed dramas.
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Three Allotropic Variations (Comedown)
a
After a series of cursory sexual experiences with – nameless nonkissers, not even allowing blowjobs just – bend over – thus
all sensation, no intimacy, feeling – sated and individual (adult)
yet fading fast, this sensation – even – I realised (not even closeness, though
I didn’t mind, this was – a pang of being
not-quite – desired) that the grain might be the same, a certain
willed pattern of peripatetic ambitions, but our speeds different
yours – whirlwinding and wide as the ripples of contours on a map
b
– mine requiring a diminishment which was a blurred place in the centre
like – a thing you come back to stare at. Thus the chemistry of desire
or a physics, in that – it is forces – acting concord and opposition.
Circling and quite interchangeable in my organs, even the pang of
there are no organs or preparation at all in this repeated pattern of – body
and shut your eyes, (ghosts’
visitations being over quickly) perhaps unsubtle.
Wide as the contours of a map is the gap between here and – Colonus.
c
He took off all his clothes and put his hat back on, thus steadied in
shuddering concentration (caps trendy blinkers) though – you couldn’t
see him anymore, hatted against the firmament – Sometimes it is (just)
walking around, down to the river, or an assertive tone flutes your
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(not-insignificant) experience
glutted & gutted
promenading extensively. If I said the word nubile you might shudder
such a ‘90s – sense of examination, such an incontrovertible perversion.
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which winter with its optimism
whisper it do
and disclose
a charm in the water
it slides past in drifts, not
stern enough in its
thinking - we
swallowed whole
the music that
it left us
this generous
section with bells
a great lean
sugar in the sugar bowl
how to be one
affirmed
and two
content
with anything
it is
time
in rare
frame flashing
past your eyes
some
margin
let us
walk into
and fold
along
it unanticipated
shirt unironed
but alert
a top off
the beer and
in two days
it is still
not flat
87

Waking Hours (Fiction)
The cat—in play-dead position, marble eyes rolled back—murmurs like a dreamer. Maybe she
is prey in some exciting chase. Maybe the fluttering of her eyes and the quivering of her mouth
are merely a reflex.
The man who looks like a child sits on the floor, dressed in a sweater and tie. The documentary
film camera focuses on him for a (painfully) long time. Both deaf and blind, he’s forgotten how
to speak and write. Incapable of dressing himself and maybe of abstract thinking. When he spits
and drools and slaps his cheek, listen to what he is saying.
The philosopher threw himself out the window. Maybe death’s delay was too much to take, and
after years of deliberation he took the leap.
If you could pray, maybe you would ask to die a sudden death—unexpectedly. Or maybe you
would choose. Time to pay. Time to pay.
Do not be sad when death arrives, someone somewhere must have once said. Welcome and
accept it, rather than crying like a lost child.
The man-child can’t help it. He spits and dribbles. He winks.
The cat can’t help sleeping through the waking hours.
There are worse things than death.
Hand the man-child a banana and he will eat immediately. He may never think of a tree the
way a philosopher thinks of one, but he can feel one with his hands and climb it without
analyzing what makes a tree a tree.
If the man-child could speak, maybe he would say: This constant buzzing in my head. Make it
stop please. If you do, I’ll stop slapping and scratching myself, stop crawling on all four of these
things you call hands and feet.
The philosopher threw himself out the window. Suddenly. Maybe it was merely a reflex.
Contradiction. After several years of struggling to breathe.
Look before you leap.
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The philosopher starts from the position of thinking.
The cat stares for hours on end, when she’s not sleeping. Maybe daydreaming. In between.
*

Waking Hours (Anti-Fiction)
If a cat—or any other mammal for that matter—is observed murmuring, its eyes fluttering, and
its mouth quivering, can it be claimed that it is dreaming?
Psychology Today claims that animals do in fact dream. Scientists are confident that all
mammals dream. According to research conducted at MIT, "rats have been shown to dream
about previously running a maze, and researchers have also discovered that they have complex
dreams."
If rats can dream complexly, so can cats.
Of what exactly rats and cats dream, scientists are not sure. Some speculate that future
researchers will find the answers. For now, one can only imagine: running a maze, pouncing,
playing, prey in some exciting chase.
*
Werner Herzog's 1971 film Land of Silence and Darkness includes footage of Heinrich
Fleischmann, a man both deaf and blind, who has forgotten how to speak and write, and has
lived in a stable with animals. He stumbles into a tree, feeling the trunk and branches and leaves.
Footage of a man both deaf and blind, Heinrich Fleischmann, is included in the film Land of
Silence and Darkness. Fleischmann has forgotten how to speak and write. At some point, he
lived in a stable with animals. The camera focuses on him stumbling into a tree, feeling the
trunk, branches, and leaves, among other things.
We see Heinrich Fleischmann sitting on the floor, appearing as a man-child, dressed in a sweater
and tie. The camera seems to focus on him for a (painfully) long time. We see him eat a banana.
We see him stumble into a tree, feeling the trunk and branches and leaves. Who wouldn't feel
moved? If we are not moved, this says something, though what exactly one can't be completely
certain.
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*
OBITUARY: Gilles Deleuze
" - he committed suicide by throwing himself from his flat in Paris - "
Source: The Independent online archive, published Wednesday 08 November 1995.
"In 1995, he committed suicide, throwing himself from the window of his apartment."
Source: Wikipedia.
"November 4, 1995. Avenue Niel, Paris. The broken body of an old man lies crumpled on the
footpath. It is that of Gilles Deleuze, the philosopher. His apartment room window, three stories
above, stands open. There is no suicide note, yet it is clear enough what has happened. After
twenty-five years of increasing physical infirmity, the struggle to live had become too much for
Deleuze and he took his life" (italics added).
Source: First Things, Issue Archive, May 2007.
First Things Masthead: "First Things is published by The Institute on Religion and Public Life,
an interreligious nonpartisan research and education institute whose purpose is to advance a
religiously informed public philosophy for the ordering of society."
Fact or fiction?
Google News: The Post and Courier - Nov 6, 1995, Philosopher Gilles Deleuze commits suicide
at 70, Associated Press
"The author of one of the world's best-selling philosophy books, "The Anti-Oedipus," had
suffered for years from a serious respiratory illness and recently underwent a tracheotomy."
Jump to new paragraph: "Deleuze was born in 1925 into a conservative Paris family."
Read between the lines.
*
If you could pray, would you ask for a sudden death rather than a long-winded, expected one?
Or would you pray for forgiveness for what you are about to do?
Do not be sad when death arrives, someone somewhere might have said. Welcome and accept
it rather than crying like a lost child.
Fleischmann couldn't help it.
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Cats can't help it.
Some say there are worse things than death.
A man like Fleischmann may not ever think the way a philosopher thinks, but he'll immediately
eat a banana or climb a tree without stopping to think.
If he could speak, maybe he would say: This constant buzzing in my head. Make it stop please.
If you do, I'll stop. I’ll stop slapping and scratching and crawling like an animal. At least animals
dream.
The philosopher Gilles Deleuze threw himself out the window. Whether it was sudden or done
with forethought, no one really knows. Maybe he did it because he suffered physically for several
years. Maybe.
Someone somewhere said: "Think before you leap," and this saying eventually became a
platitude, a cliché.
A philosopher normally starts from a position of thinking and ends in a position of thinking.
Maybe.
Cats stare through the waking hours. Some say they dream. Daydream? Maybe. In between.
*
Addendum: What does one have to do with the other? Read carefully, and if you do, it will all
come together.
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Having Worn a New Woolen Coat That Man Disappeared Like a Thought
Having worn a new woolen coat that man disappeared like a thought.
I was left behind wearing rubber chappals.
This time of the morning at six o’clock
when the clothing I take off
becomes its own body
while its body insensate leaves
my body shivering.
This time of the morning at six o’clock as six o’clock in the morning.
There was a man under the tree.
The man was there
inside the fogged blur blotting
the man who was there.
The tree blotting the tree
looked exactly like the tree
it was blotting.
Rightwards, there was a junk-bred horse
blotting itself.
If this horse was hungry
then, for it, fog had grown in the air like grass.
The several houses, the several trees, the several streets
were not a horse.
The horse alone was. I was not a horse.
But out of breath, then, my breath was
precisely fog, fog-bred.
If standing still under the tree it was the master
If standing still under the tree the master was
If standing still under the tree the master was a man
Then, for him, I, running, had been wearing shoes
whose soles had, like those of a horse, nails
nailed into their body.
I was not their body.
I was not what their body
insensate contained.
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Workers, Walk Towards That Place
Workers, walk towards that place
Keep on walking, unarmed,
towards that place where waiting to stop you
the police stands armed.
March, march on towards that very place, unarmed
Unarmed such that you are not even holding
in your hand that flower-stem
on which has blossomed a single flower
on which two buds are still blossoming.
March on unarmed such that
you are not even carrying in your pocket
a letter from home, a letter
in which nothing was demanded of you
a letter in which you were deliberately not asked
whether your wages had been dispensed yet, or not
a letter in which penury
was not reported even once.
March on unarmed, entirely unarmed,
unarmed such that
there is not even an empty jhola in your hands
Turn inside out all your pockets
Empty out even the bidis and the maachis
And if you find in your pockets
fifty or seventy five paise
Then give it to that shopkeeper
to whom you owe
who knows how many rupees
and for who knows how long now
Or rather, take off your shirt and
throw it at his coffer
If the shirt is all right, that is
But do it even if it is in tatters
And march on together with bare open chests,
thus unarmed, on empty stomachs,
towards that very place where the police stands armed
You will still get shot at.
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On Top of an Enormous Boulder
On top of an enormous boulder
A boulder is so placed that it is
About to now fall
—now
This about to now fall is ancient
This boulder did not fall once
About to now fall as if it is eternal
This boulder will be eternally falling
About to now fall is a future
This boulder is a present placed in the future
But what is about to now
—now fall
Has, for how long now, never been falling
And below it, a pathway is passing
How new is this, then,
That in the shadow of this boulder which is about to now fall
A herdsman has come and stood.
Translated from the Hindi by Aditya Bahl
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A Note on the Poetry of Vinod Kumar Shukla
Vinod Kumar Shukla (born 1937) was introduced to the Hindi literary sphere by Gajanan
Madhav Muktibodh in around 1960. Muktibodh had appended Shukla’s poems to a letter to
Shrikant Verma, inquiring whether Verma would like to publish the young poet in his
magazine Kriti. Shukla’s poetics, much like Muktibodh’s before him, is informed by a lifelong
residence in the smaller cities and towns of the state of Madhya Pradesh, and later, when the
state was divided, in those of Chattisgarh. Living in the interstices between the agrarian and
the industrial centers of the country, Shukla has written from a vantage which has rarely been
deemed worthy of any political or theoretical significance. In an astonishing literary career
spanning over fifty years, he has consistently set the novel and the poetic form to the onerous
task of disclosing both the integrated character of Indian capitalism and the unevenness which
variously constitutes it.
The individual line of Vinod Kumar Shukla’s poems can serve as the measure of his lyric
ambition. Every line pares down the Hindi vernacular to its bare minimum, to the extent that
the line begins to read simultaneously as an instance of colloquial simplicity and as a resolute
formal abstraction. This parallax is foundational to Shukla’s poetics, and serves to formalize
the difference between, briefly put, history and an individual’s experience of history. Forgoing
this parallax proves to be fatal for the reader and the translator alike. This, then, has been the
singular problem of translating Shukla’s poetry into English, namely, the danger of focusing
entirely on what the poetic form discloses, and thus severing that which the poem discloses
from the formal process of this disclosure.
The English translations, what few there are, tend to read as a phenomenological experience
of the alienation suffered by the “common man” (aam aadmi). This phenomenological
experience is taken to manifest as a metaphysics of hope, a cathartic poeticization of an
individual’s suffering and despair, a perverse libidinal fascination with the perpetuation of
one’s own suffering. Further, the hypostasization of an oppressed individual’s subjectivity,
seized in all its colloquial, small-town banality, makes it seem that Shukla’s poems are
completely barred from developing a knowledge of those structural causes which perpetuate
an individual’s suffering. These remarks, however, are not intended towards undertaking any
unnecessary polemic. Nor am I trying to make a case for how my translations are any “better,”
owing, say, to a greater fidelity to Shukla’s poetic form. Instead, I mean only to index the
singular difficulty encountered by any translator of Shukla’s poetry, namely the difficulty of
formally reproducing the above-noted parallax in a language which does not, owing to
historical reasons, avail it in the same way as the Hindi vernacular, or rather Shukla’s use of
the Hindi vernacular, does.
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Seven years before Muktibodh wrote the letter introducing Vinod Kumar Shukla to Shrikant
Verma, he had been writing an essay, the title of which roughly translates to “Madhya
Pradesh’s Poetics of the Vernacular.” Although Muktibodh never completed this essay, his
remarks still serve to distinguish the formal and the political imperatives of this emergent
poetics of the vernacular (kahan shaili) from the literary culture of Uttar Pradesh, which was
still marked by chayavadi (Indian romantic) sensibilities. It must be noted, here, that unlike
certain worlds of Anglophone poetry, where a poetics of the vernacular might be taken to
mean confessional poetry, the political imperative of this subaltern’s poetics is markedly
radical. In Muktibodh’s assessment, the emergence of this new poetics in Madhya Pradesh was
particularly remarkable for it constituted an overcoming of the impoverished binary of
pragativaad (the progressive literary movement in Hindi poetry, noted for its adherence to
Marxism) and prayogvaad (a movement of literary experimentalism in Hindi poetry, initiated
by Agyeya), a dualism which had, back then, structured the entire world of Hindi poetry.
Vinod Kumar Shukla’s poetry constitutes a consummation of this vernacular poetics, the
beginnings of which Muktibodh had discerned in the poetry of Ramanuj Shrivastava. How
this is so remains to be adequately dwelled upon, not only here, but in the world of Hindi
letters itself, where it has received little critique. Similarly, much remains to be said of the
challenge of translation, of trying to allow the gnomic stirrings of Shukla’s restrained lyricism
to find the appropriate mode of expression in English. Lastly, one would do well to note that
the three poems above (respectively written in 1960, 1981, and an unspecified year during the
1990s) are hardly representative of a poetic output spanning over half a century. Instead, it
would be more productive to think of them as indices of how, during the various stages of his
poetic career, Shukla has continually striven to overcome the impoverished binary of
pragativad and prayogvad.
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Windowpane
Before you put it out you should line it up, they said. The handbooks all said the opposite. No
wonder I set everything aside when the time came and worked my way downtown to a leafless,
dreamless dimension, carrying a stalk with shallow similarity to the proper name not spoken
here, Jesus, save on special occasions when letters would come and we’d all scatter like tinctures
on tiptoe, communicating a charge to the visual field one closes one’s eyes to—birds deep in the
air at a range exceeding imagination along a single string knotted and pulled tight to bind time
and place against whatever wanders there without undermining the assumptions that caused it,
wonderfully, to occur. That old heart of yours burrowed away, lights flashing until the last day
of 1971. The quickness had grabbed hold of you then, not letting go until 1982. We spent
hours and months buffing quarters outside the station, with the dark pebbles of upper
atmosphere melting all the ribbon-candy fences to signify a secret abundance of ungrown fruit
for transition from “who are” to “who will be,” individually, that is, not me but someone I once
was, adjacent to me. No wind could be more luminous weeping there. Lightning drummed
the desperate heart of a noun lifting up its heel against the honeycombed one who understood
midnight speech only to slink away before the silent preposterous meditation clapped too
loudly. Then the door refused to open without everything coming to a complete stop ringed
by an emptiness out of which peered the small kangaroo-like face of a fawn. Nothing could
unfloat this sapling of perception and its moist insight into what, if anything, could be done
with us. Days later, we stumbled on to a formation boasting three noble apertures that bordered
a field pledged to animals, and in their debt you stood apart, turned into shiny glass. Through
these apertures millions of words were streaming into sentences that broke off in your mouth,
dousing your hair with exogenous factors. I placed the left-over molecules in heat-resistant
cups, then sat down at the back of the room where the slides were barely visible—one seemed
to say “serpent” although it could’ve been “scimitar” or “section”—a code section?—the Code
that regulates amazement like a great dreaming dome echoing with cries of perfunctory things,
sandwiches, trashcans, deep but dazzling, or the discreet sound of a shelf of words separating
branch from leaf, plus “something else as well” he says mysteriously, lost in the soft center of
nowhere, clicked shut inside a flowering eye? So I went downstairs past the sentient
adjudicators, whose dark canvas stretched out over a quavering voice straining for air amid new
forms of thought. “I kind of let myself go,” said the voice, which belonged to a remarkable
snail-like organism off to my left. “But it’s their fault,” the creature explained, pointing through
the window at the clouds. As I walked away, the clouds began to dance for benefit of an
imaginary spectator, who held up an old map of the ecliptic like a hand of bright pins pushing
back at the sky. But the moon had fallen asleep and all the secret zones had fled into the fruit
trees without making full use of the lies alotted them. A little question hung there dating back
to the days of the porcelain deities who strummed away in apparent detachment: Are individual
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forms posited and clung to in their multitudinousness only for the sake of putting us on notice
of their non-existence?
Peace at daybreak. Someone was up betimes, some ludicrous bird trying to unravel the groaning
light. If, dear animal, you really mean what you say, then we’re ready to listen, although we
won’t lift a finger to confirm this. The sun floated out, giving the sidewalk something to think
about beside shuffling pedestrians, whose thoughts lent color to their captivity here, bound by
acts of counting and sermons washed ashore from the soaked air of who knows where. That
night I dreamt I was walking on a rope bridge over a rising river while dreaming another dream
in which I was doing the very same thing. Two umbrageous themes had developed as joint
tenants, only to leave in trust.
Then I remember once wandering back to the terrace, where we sensed distant things sensing
us, so we kept quiet and looked up to the absent moon, in a caricature of inquiry which soon
enough became earnest, as the views disclosed for the purpose of valuing that vision vibrated
with detail, full of what lay richly at hand in a motionless hour. The difficulty was this, that
winding among us were extra forms just below the level of attention, at a threshold complicit
in what we think we recall as opposed to what we try to reconstruct, a relation in other words,
of weakened shadows to faded light. Each quarter we’d reserve against that, but it was never
enough. Rather we could only fund indistinct mutterings, like rain drops someone might be
willing to put up with, or from crisp instinct, avoid. If there were other problems that’s because
of things scooped out of the earth and placed on a table, forcing us to analyze them. Whereas
years ago we stored memories away as colorful touchstones, and the places where they lived,
graced with gems of purple microdot, would radiate out from them, with a soft, steady pulse,
to signal transition to a new phase, a butterfly, in quotes, whose low monologue would draw
the washed out sky into a more convenient way to express itself, at some slack hour, when the
bees slept inside their bee-forms, and the opposite of urgency wandered off unchained,
nowadays we wake up and get on with whatever we have to do, most likely retrieving paperwork
about the grid that’s been established, in whose various quadrants phrases are plotted to
represent different kinds of achievements, in particular those which caused earlier structures to
lose their grip, having voiced personal feelings in a way that altered them. The house of
imagination coughs. Why mention it? Clouds get ready to go, to float here but not there,
opaque but clear, thick but substanceless, invoking an experience never to be had but always to
be undergoing, no paradox save in resolving what never was by what never will be, openly fixed
on the unfixed, cool and high, or (at that moment) low and dark under porticoes, maintained
as an image or concept to be drawn through—to what?—to another place where something else
will have been replied to handsomely the moment its outlines become obscured, leaning back
against the glass behind which a belief is packing itself up for use in rituals, holding an axe-like
implement within the range of reasonable outcomes spread out below the paper hats of these
wicked hills. Despite lapses, or rather because of them—extending across lines and planes into
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day and night the possibility that something could be massed outside the screen, altering its
form by refusing to take shape, which it hadn’t really looked to do, but yielded to the sweet
incomparable pressure held at bay until the sky cleared and the air grew warm, only then to
adopt a look of studied ruefulness, moving shyly into view but out of range, the product of
thinking through all the implications with various levels of effectiveness, circling the main
point—it starts to wobble. Noise drops off, driven up to tree-tops on a fiddle. And so we go
and so we follow ourselves down into the habit of stuffing ourselves with nearby organisms,
each of us seeking the endpoint of sallow foreknowledge in dismembered reasoning. Sounds
good. Then let’s move ahead five years to watch the light foam offsite in dreams. How to make
this point on a phone call with strangers is a real issue. Is it correct to say there’s too much
work to be done in advance to justify taking the step of doing it, and that there’s no reward
significant or lasting enough to have caused us to engage this hazy destiny passing before us
like a pair of unfocused eyes, blind to what holds still while everything else shuttles back and
forth, mornings and evenings, wheeling over an anxious track, answering ever more specific
requests with ever more detailed responses, yet even so the next day the whole thing slips by
without a whisper? Do we start again, with backdated assurances that all that nonsense was
legitimate nonsense—that the sounds sucked through our ears were heard exactly as they
presented themselves to be heard? Time to reach back for the one word nesting there, beside
the picture of the sunrise, where the tiny foreground figures gaze out with indefinite longing,
or with a desire to withdraw from the scene, to take on the viewer’s perspective, who has
coincidentally decided to take on theirs, in some future state, when the leaves stop falling in the
monotonous chill. The impulses to be unleashed then will level off in the magnetosphere,
having soared over a lightless thoughtscape of wounded notes drifting out from platonic silence.
Remember, remember not. Teach, lift up, enlarge, look upon, in whatever order. The day was
fully nothing more than what it was. The months had crystallized into hard if forgotten facts,
susceptible to local interpretation, but finally signifying one consistent intention—to benefit X
by withholding from Y. Raised some twelve feet above the stone floor, whose stark firmness
offset any delight in elevation, we began to study the materials provided, knowing that a skunk
had probed the same space scarcely an hour ago. Whose private meditations were these?
Whence the fragrance permeating their desire not to be understood? A big box of facts had
been sent to the wrong warehouse and retrieving it meant knifing through choked streets until
hints of its presence became too vivid to ignore. At the same time events arrived from elsewhere
distinguished by their implausibility. For every one hundred and eight years the locusts return
to the witchwood. They offer themselves to intuition as being naïvely there, standing both apart
and within, seeking confirmation that they are registered in some way, that the labyrinth to
which they will return is for now, just now, placed in brackets, while the sun paints their walls,
and lures them back toward certainty until eyes bend down to watch a monk wipe dust from a
bowl. Yet you can’t just look at a bowl and say “That’s a bowl.” Feelings, desires, volitions, get
us confused. And so afternoons are spent stacking wood and stepping back to look at the
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contours, the lines, the gaps, the organs. Still, the tremulous thing somehow manages to stand
up on its own, and tossing its splendid head, open its eyes for the first time.
The day pauses.
There are a few fundamental problems to guard against, and they actually exist, I met them. I
watched them throw themselves along the border of the road, where breezes lifted them up
through the shadow of an immense ship clattering down the sky. I think it was the 3rd of
November. On that day the Venerable Ascetic, indifferent to all, shone in splendor like a golden
planet or a flame without the properties of flame. A single eye beheld this more or less by
accident, at the boundary of two identical landscapes, reached by ladders, one on either side of
a common wall. The eye was emptied of its own nature, and left the earth in search of a medium
where colors could be seen in primal clarity, subject to pure laws, and ready to shower down
life and expression on whatever called up to them, not to be resolved, or fed into some exquisite
mechanism, but left in abeyance, to evoke another visibility, moving abroad beforehand, in a
loose and fluid framework, whose teasing limbs would give us something to feel or be felt by,
lying face to face, like painted shapes, not resisting modification, not suspending pursuit.
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Complex Crosses, Edmund Hardy (Contraband, 2014)
Complex Crosses establishes Hardy as a singular poetic glossator. The first complex cross in the book is an oar from Homer’s
Odyssey, which Tiresias vatically (and historically) recasts as a “winnowing-shovel” through the eyes of inland dwellers
unfamiliar with the sea. Hardy beautifully describes this and other kennings as “compact essay[s] in historical and
geographical refraction”. Thereafter, he moves impressively across a range of poetries and tongues, marking points at which
poetic language decussates richly or portentously. The book finishes with a gloss on Derek Walcott’s White Egrets, read
under the lens of “onomatodoxy”—a heretical Christian movement which equates God with the name thereof: text as divine
immanence. This heretical optic seems appropriate to the broader project, in which complex crosses and crossings out ring
vital even as they entail their own cancellations. An exciting book that promises to endure.
In Accident & Emergence, Rosa van Hensbergen (Veer, 2015)
In Accident & Emergence seethes with fire and igneous paraphernalia—“flames”, “andirons”, “pyrospheres”, “acidum
pingue”, “1666”, etc. The text’s figurations become annealed in the heat of this proximity. We see “love hotels inflamed”,
“blazons eidetic”, and “want for the prick that burned you”. This ignivagant sweep engulfs various antique and modern
domains, opening the text’s sites of conflagration and combustion to a range of social and historical potentialities. Later,
things will take more of an aqueous turn, following the imperatives “grow hydric” and “go Hydra”. Whether fire or water
be the cause of the damage, though, it is necessary in each case to “Ascertain the bodies in surround, the proximate exits,
the / probable evacuation time”. We must consider what is proper to each node and what is accidental to it. Our conclusions,
one hopes, will demand of us some kind of triage in the service of new emergences.
Meat, Sophie Seita (Little Red Leaves, 2015)
Sophie Seita’s Meat is disconcertingly manifold in its fleshiness. Throughout, there is much covalent bonding, a thickening
of letter and word and phrase. On the first page, we encounter “cannot”, “address”, “odourless”, “vagueness”, “appearances”,
“keeps”, “buff”, “feet”, “booting”, “looser”, “look” and “glass” (my bold). This ‘meatiness’ is enhanced by the opening lines,
the sizzling sibilance of which lends culinary presence to the elusive referent: “I cannot address it / odourless in its vagueness
/ it changes beyond appearances / the specificity of typology is owned”. However toothsome the poetry, it is also tough and
fibrous, stretching out the moment of mastication and refusing to proffer any easy emollients. Lines such as “mmh, medium,
medium, well done, well done” and “why is the rare more attractive than the common” seem to ooze emetic blood from
their dissimulated skin. Necessary, chastening reading.
Venusberg, Eleanor Perry (Veer, 2015)
Venusberg opens with the line “trash lace blood and glitter”, the dichroic grammar of which hints at Perry’s considerable
technical skill as a poet. And to be sure, technique is important here, being mobilized for a harrowing lyrical lysis, a
breakdown into brute, “radiant matter”. The rectangular prose blocks that make up the book are all untitled—or perhaps
surreptitiously titled, if we take as titular nestings the underlined strings that frequently appear in the poems. New
compounds are everywhere, disbursed through an elastic prosody that includes everything from matter-of-fact anapests
(“corpse-cut brink”), to jaunty trochees (“blue-chip-cool formaldehyde”), to more prosaic or hybrid formations (“old
aetherly frisson plasticine sex game”). This is difficult reading, an unflinching indictment of gendered, capitalistic, and
technological violences taking place from the prokaryotic to the cosmic level. It is also a dazzling example of how moving
contemporary poetry can be.
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Sublunar, Tom Jenks (Oystercatcher Press, 2016)
This short pamphlet is indeed winningly “sublunar”. The first stanza of the opening poem reads: “all is calm behind the
shields / in Kettering, home of the Weetabix / in the marbled halls of Pets at Home / in Shropshire’s best kept station”. The
prosody here demands attention. But for its catalexis, the first line is perfectly trochaic. The third follows the same structure,
adding a disyllabic anacrusis. The fourth, more prosaic at first glance, can also be made to adhere to this pattern, provided
that we read “station” with an affectedly humorous extra syllable. The second line, however, is a prosodic renegade, its
comma-interrupted dactyls dislocating the metrical integrity. These deft hits and misses are characteristic of Sublunar, a
book whose flights of selenic poesie always give way to more terrene pleasures, such as “Betamax”, “Subbuteo”, and “Quorn
Sausages”. Winsome terrestrial poems written in the albedo of profundity.
GOALF, Amelia Dale (Hysterically Real, 2016)
As far as software goes, Microsoft Paint might be considered the anachronism nonpareil, its left-behind primitivism
contrasting starkly with its ubiquity. In GOALF, Amelia Dale brilliantly mines the affective weirdness that these conditions
enable, laying down a set of rules to the fanciful hybrid sport after which the work is titled. No effort is made to find
workarounds for Paint’s limited functionality. Instead, extraneous footballs and goals are clumsily superimposed onto golf
backdrops borrowed from wikiHow and elsewhere. The marks of the suturing are egregiously obvious, and pretty soon
wounds start to open. Isolated sanguinary pixels quickly give way to a more serious haemorrhaging, with the illustrative
“goalfers” bleeding from their facial orifices while attempting to hit the ball into the “gole”. The upshot is clear: goalf is a
blood sport, however much comic relief we might take from Dale’s word blends and brutal aesthetics. [Available for free
download here]
Sweet Utility, Joseph Persad (Troposphere Editions, 2017)
Subtitled A Utilitarian Poem, Joseph Persad’s Sweet Utility pointedly asks a lot of itself and its readers. On the pamphlet’s
front cover, tourists take selfies in the ruins of Aleppo, creating a modern tableau vivant that perhaps exposes poetry as
utterly inutile. But what if poetry’s incursions into our cultural ruinscape were more useful? Would we even want
utilitarianism and its sometimes distasteful appurtenances? Sweet Utility is appropriately ambivalent on this point. The
poem’s focalization begins “from the deeply protected centre out”, a “padded treasury” that perhaps evokes Bentham’s
Panopticon. But there are also views to reconstruct from the other side, inmate parallaxes. The song of the oppressed may
well be warped by the “mainline” train that runs through the sequence. But if we pay attention to the Doppler shifts we can
surely do something useful with our reading, effect some kind of seizure or derailment of the inexorable movement.
CLM

[Note: The second, third, and fifth of the above revicules first appeared in the March 2018 issue of Galatea Resurrects]
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